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Element of DC 
Circuit -
Battery

Electrochemical Cell, Galvanic Cell, Voltaic Cell

The electrochemical cells have internal resistors originating from 
chemical reactions and flow of ions.

The circuit current:

The voltage across the resistor is:

The power exerted on the resistor is .



Element of DC 
Circuit -
Resistor

Resistors in Series or in Parallel Connection

Connected in series:

The same current 
Sum the total voltage 

Connected in parallel:

The same voltage . Sum up the current 



Kirchhoff’s 
Rules

Rules Applied in The Calculation of DC Circuits

The algebraic sum of potential changes in a complete 
loop must be zero.

At any branch point in the circuit, the current is 
conserved.

Along the “loop direction”, if the battery is placed from negative to 
positive polarity, the voltage is positively added.

Along the “loop direction”, if the current is in the loop direction, the 
resistor gives a negative voltage .



Kirchhoff’s 
Rules

Rules Applied in The Calculation of DC Circuits

Single-Loop Circuit:

Multi-Loop Circuit:
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RC Circuits

Discharging a Capacitor

Ref: 

A capacitor is charged and placed in the circuit 
as shown to the right figure. When the switch S 
is closed, please calculate the charge variation 
on the capacitor as a function of time.

Use Kirchhoff’s rule:

and the initial condition of 

/

/ is the time constant



RC Circuits

Charging a Capacitor

Ref: 

Use Kirchhoff’s rule:

and the initial condition of 



RC Circuits

Energy Conservation When Charging a Capacitor

Ref: 

When the battery push charge and 
accumulated on the capacitor, the electric 
potential energy consumed is .

The battery provided energy will be stored in the 
capacitor and consumed in the resistor.

The energy stored in the capacitor is .

The current in the loop is . 

The total energy consumed in the resistor is



Electrical 
Meters

Connected in Series or in Parallel?

Ref: 

For voltage measurements, the meter 
is connected in parallel. For a current 
measurement, the meter is connected 
in series.

All meters are designed starting from the galvanometer. 
It is just a current in a loop that generates a magnetic 
field to attract a small piece of iron.

Using a galvanometer and a shunt 
resistance, we can make the 
ammeter and the voltmeter.



Examples

Internal Resistor in The Battery

For a battery of a given electromotive force and an internal 
resistance , what value of external resistance should be placed 
across the terminals to obtain the maximum power delivered to the 
resistor?

The current in the circuit is .

The power on the external resistor is .

When the external resistor is varied, what will be its value for a 
maximum output power?



Examples

Equivalent Resistor

Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit shown in the figure.

At first, calculate the equivalent 
resistance for the combined 
and resistors.

Then, calculate the total resistance.



Examples

Equivalent Resistor

Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit shown in the figure.
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Use the rules of equivalent resistance for 
parallel or series connected resistors.

Ans: The equivalent resistance is 6 .



Examples

Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit shown in the figure. 
Calculate . Assume that the resistance of each resistor is .

The B, E, and D points are equipotential and the F, 
C, and H points are equipotential.
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Examples

Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit shown in the figure. 
Calculate . Assume that the resistance of each resistor is .
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The points E and D are 
equipotential. The points F 
and C are equipotential. 
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Examples

Equivalent Resistor

Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit shown in the figure.
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Examples

Knowledge to Keep You Safe
You are making a snack for some. You decide that coffee, toast, and popcorn would be 
a good start. You start the toaster and get some popcorn going in the microwave. 
Since your apartment is in an older building, you know you have problems with the 
fuse blowing when you turn too many things on. Should you start the coffeemaker? 
You look on the appliance and find that the toaster, the microwave, and the 
coffeemaker have ratings of 900 W, 1200 W, and 600 W, respectively. Past experiences 
have shown that your house has 20-A fuses and that the voltage is 120 V.
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When you turn on the coffeemaker, you blow your fuse and suddenly 
loose power. Without fuse protection, you may catch fire.


